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Abstract. We explore the support of automatic verification via careful
design of a domain specific language (DSL) in the context of algebraic
specification. Formally a DSL is a loose specification the logical closure
of which we regard as implicitly encoded “domain knowledge”. We sys-
tematically exploit this “domain knowledge” for automatic verification.
We illustrate these ideas within the Railway Domain using the algebraic
specification language Casl and an existing DSL, designed by Bjørner,
for modelling railways. Empirical evidence to the benefit of our approach
is given in the form of the successful automatic verification of four railway
track plans of real world complexity.

1 Introduction

For many years, verification based on techniques such as model checking or inter-
active theorem proving has been successful in various industrial case studies, e.g.,
see [10,4,6]. However, the use of formal methods within industry is still limited
as it often requires verification experts. Domain specific languages [3] aim to ab-
stract away technical details from the user. Classically, DSLs allow non-experts
to create programs or specifications. In the context of programming, additional
motivation for using DSLs includes improved tool support, improved ease of use,
and increased productivity. Here we demonstrate, for algebraic specification, an
approach where DSLs within the railway domain aid verification.

We suggest the following approach: Given a DSL for a particular class of
systems and a set of decidable properties one is interested in, the DSL can be
systematically extended to allow for automatic verification. We claim that the
principles underlying this extension are universal, i.e., can be applied whenever
one designs or adapts a DSL for verification. The overall aim of our approach is
to develop a “push button” verification process for critical systems.

To illustrate this approach, we take an established DSL from Bjørner [1] and
formalize it in the algebraic specification language Casl [9]. This allows connec-
tions with modern theorem proving technology via the Heterogeneous Toolset
(HeTS) [8]. We then extend the DSL for automatic proof support. Finally, we
give strong empirical evidence that our approach works by modelling and veri-
fying four track plans provided by our industrial partner Invensys Rail.

Concretely, we demonstrate that we can exploit features of Bjørner’s DSL
to allow automatic verification of safety properties, e.g., routes that share rail-
way components can not be open at the same time. To gain these results, we
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show that Bjørner’s DSL (1) contains inherent structure allowing property spe-
cific abstraction and lifting of domain models and (2) is rich enough to prove
suitable domain specific lemmas over such property specific abstractions. This
demonstrates that domain specific languages can be designed to support auto-
matic verification. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to consider and
formulate such a methodology for designing DSLs aimed at verification [7]. The
underlying general principles we present include domain specific abstraction, do-
main specific property lifting and systematic property support. The result of this
work is a step towards a platform for creating domain specific languages with
effective automatic verification support for domain engineers.

1.1 Related Work

Various formal methods have been applied to railway verification. These include
approaches using process algebraic modelling and verification in CSP [10], alge-
braic specification with ASF+SDF [4] and model-oriented specification using the
B method, where, for example in [2] several lines of the Paris Metro system were
verified. Finally, of close relevance to this work is the development environment
for verification of railway control systems created by Haxthausen and Peleska [5].
This environment includes a DSL allowing modelling of control systems, and an
automatic translation from models described in this DSL to executable control
programs. At each level of production, various safety checking steps are taken.
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